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ABOUT
ZANZIBAR

Just off the Tanzanian coastline, a 90-minute boat ride or 30-minute
flight from Dar es Salaam, Zanzibar stretches out in a 90-kilometre (55
mile) strip, lined by powder white sand and dazzling azure waters. 

The balmy Indian ocean ocean is inviting year round, which is why
more and more resorts, hotels and boutique accommodations are
popping up on its shores.

The island of Zanzibar is a fascinating place to visit with plenty to keep
you occupied. The capital, Stone Town, is a mixture of all the countries
that have governed the island including Oman, India, Jordan, Britain
and Portugal. Around the island, you can go horse riding on the beach,
diving and snorkelling, take a boat trip out to go whale or dolphin-
watching or just laze around on the sand.



BOAT TRIP

THINGS TO DO

One of the best ways to see the island is
by jumping on a boat and admiring
Zanzibar from the sea . Many local tour
companies offer half/full-day and
overnight boat trips . You ’ll be sailing in
the warm Indian ocean breeze ,
swimming in the crystal clear water and
maybe even swimming alongside
dolphins and other marine life if you ’re
lucky . Some more luxurious tours include
a buffet lunch on a sandbar , or sunset
Champagne as you cruise along the
coastline .

KITE SURFING
If you ’re looking for something a little
adventurous , why not try kite surfing? It ’s
incredibly popular in Zanzibar because of
the shallow lagoon waters and favourable
wind conditions .
Paje is a well known kite surfing spot , but
if it ’s your first time , I ’d recommend
getting a lesson or two at Nungwi or
Jambiani beach .

SPICE MARKET TOUR

Join one of the island 's many spice tours and
learn about Zanzibar 's fascinating trade
history as well as tasting a few delectable
dishes along the way . Once the world 's
largest exporter of spices , Zanzibar 's culinary
offerings are well worth dedicating a few
hours to . If you can , opt for a local operator .STAND UP PADDLE

BOARDING

If you prefer a slower-paced , water-based
activity , rent a stand up paddleboard
from one of the busy beaches and glide
along with the sun on your back .

SNORKEL AND DIVE
AROUND THE ISLAND

With gorgeous azure waters , Zanzibar is an
excellent snorkelling and diving destination .
The Mnemba Atoll is a must-see for
underwater enthusiasts , teeming with
colourful fish and coral .Keep an eye out for
dolphins too !

VISIT JOZANI FOREST

Zanzibar 's ultimate wildlife spotting location ,
Jozani Forest is home to the rare red colobus
monkeys which can only be found on the
island of Zanzibar . There are also Sykes
monkeys , bush babies , beautiful birds and
more than 50 species of butterfly .



EXPLORING
THE CAPITAL

Stone Town is the epicentre of

the island ; a fishing hub-turned-

trading centre in recent years . 

The buildings reflect the various

changes in colonial powers over

the years , from Portuguese to the

British . The entire town is

considered an UNESCO World

Heritage Site , so be sure to

dedicate some time to

wandering the maze-like streets .

STONE TOWN



TENT WITH A VIEW:
THE ZANZIBARI

WHERE TO STAY

When it comes to visiting Tanzania ,
companies like Tent With A View offer
the best of both worlds ; an epic safari
experience on the mainland and a
relaxing beach escape in Zanzibar to
wrap up the perfect trip . Don 't let the
name fool you , these aren 't any old
canvas tents . They 're luxury safari cabins
on stilts , decked out with plush bedding ,
high-quality amenities and a view to
boot .

This boutique hotel on the north-eastern
tip of the island is where many visitors
stay for a few days of relaxation after the
excitement of a safari on the mainland .
Spread across seven acres of land , there
are only eight rooms , two suites with
private plunge pools and one family villa .
The rooms are surrounded by beautifully
landscaped gardens with the crystal clear
water lapping along the pure white sand
just metres away .

PARK HYATT ZANZIBAR

In the heart of Stone Town , this five-star
hotel embraces the rich culture and heritage
while offering the upscale luxury the brand is
known for . Each room is decked out with
upscale amenities including luxurious bath
tubs and oversized balconies with views that
will blow you away .
A standout feature is the 18-metre infinity
pool facing the ocean ; the perfect place to
cool off after a day of exploring . 

The town ’s top spots are just a short walk
away , including Forodhani Gardens , the Old
Fort , and the House of Wonders .

ZURI ZANZIBAR
Zuri means beautful in Swahili ; an
appropriate name for this spectacular
resort on the northern tip of the island . 
 You 'll feel instantly at ease at Zuri with
56 bungalows , suites and villas to choose
from , all hidden in a large tropical garden
within a short walk of the azure 
waters of the Indian Ocean .

Treat yourself to a massage at the Maua
Wellness Spa , take a yoga class by the
pool or simply relax by the beach with
cocktils and delicious treats delivered
straight to your sun lounger .



FOODS TO TRY

Supposedly inpired by Mobasa 's famous
egg chapati , Zanzibar Pizza is actually
more like a crepe than your typical Italian
staple , but it 's no less tasty . These tasty
pockets of dough are topped off with a
variety of fillings—from avocado with 
squid sweeter combinations like Snickers
and banana .

A great one ofr vegetarians as it is very
rarely served with meat , Urojo not
dissimilar to ramen . Beginning with a
curried coconut broth , a hodge podge of
ingredients are tossed in to create truly
unique flavour combinations . Expect
toppings like casava chips , chilli chutney ,
falafel , boiled eggs and chunks of onion .

ZANZIBAR PIZZA

UROJO

This rice-based dish may not be unique
to Zanzibar , but their take on it will send
your taste buds into a spiral . Each
restaurant will offer up their own
specialty but the common spices you 'll
come across are nutmeg , cardamom ,
cinnamon , garlic ,  and plenty of ginger .

BIRYANI

Fishing is not only a huge part of the
island 's culture , it contributes to a
significant chunk of the Zanzibar 's
economy . The best seafood restaurants
on the island will have an ocean-to-plate
turn around of less than six hours ,
meaning the absolute freshest fish
possible . Barbequed , grilled , stewed or
steamed , the local spices and punchy
herbs will bring out the flavour of the fish
without overpowering it .

FRESHLY-CAUGHT
SEAFOOD

If street food is your thing , you 'll have
loads of fun scouting out the best
Mishkaki stands on the island . These big
chunks of skewered , marinated meat are
charred to perfection at humble roadside
stalls from late afternoon well into the
evening , sending delicious smoky scents
wafting through the balmy air .

MISHKAKI



NEED TO
KNOW

02 LANGUAGE
Tanzanian people speak Swahili,
but are also taught English in
most schools. Some Indo-
European languages including
Hindustani, Portuguese, French,
and Gujarati are also spoken. 

03 WIFI &
INTERNET
Most hotels and resorts will have
some degree of WiFi, whether
it's in the rooms or at the lobby.
There are various free WiFi
hotspot around Stone Town. You
can also buy a SIM from the
airport with a data package.
Zantel is considered to have the  
best coverage of the island. 

04 ADAPTER
There are two associated plug
types, types D and G. Plug type
D has three round pins in a
triangular pattern. Plug type G
has two flat parallel pins and a
grounding pin. Tanzania
operates on a 230V supply
voltage and 50Hz.

05 GETTING
AROUND
Taxis are plentiful around Stone
Town but can be harder to come
across in more remote spots.
Organising a driver through your
hotel is the best way to ensure
you see everything you want to
see and get safely from A to B.
Local buses, called dala dalas,
are an experience to say the
least with no maximum capacity
and a very "flexible" timetable.
Many visitors consider renting
scooters while in Zanzibar,
though this is not recommended
if you do not have a motorbike
license in your home country.

06 SAFETY
Being a popular tourist
destination, there is a small
amount of petty crime that
occurs on the island. Be sensible
when flashing high-value items
such as cameras, phone and
wallets around. 

01 CURRENCY
The official currency is the
Tanzanian Shilling. As of July
2020, 1 Pound Sterling = 2,900
Tanzanian Shillings. US dollars
are also widely accepted. Credit
cards may be accepted in major
cities but cash is the prefered
methd of payment. 
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